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Quarterly Issues

1.1 Weather

1.2 Trade Regulation
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Part. I

Quarterly Issues

Weather Issue ● Dry weather conditions in the US High Plains during winter and March 2022 affect the
prospects of the future wheat crop

● Drought in Argentina cuts the prospects of the corn harvest

Trade Regulation ● India temporarily eliminates import duty for Australian and Canadian lentils
● Ukraine introduces export licensing for wheat to control the domestic market supply
● Russia temporarily restricts exports of wheat, rye, corn, and barley to EAEU countries
● Turkish government announced ban exports of lentils, white beans, chickpeas, wheat,

barley, vegetable oils, and animal feeds, including cargo in export bonded warehouses
● Hungary banned all grain exports effective immediately due to price increases caused

by the Russian invasion of Ukraine.

Anomalies ● Russian-Ukrainian conflict paralyzes the Black Sea region grain exports in
February-March 2022

● Following the Russian invasion and a fall in grain exports, domestic wheat prices in
African and Asian countries surge

Price Trends ● Argentina’s wheat prices skyrocket amid Ukrainian-Russian tensions and robust demand
● Global wheat, corn, and barley prices surge amid supply disruption concerns
● Chinese domestic wheat prices climb amid limited crop prospects and the

Russian-Ukrainian conflict
● Export prices for Australian and Canadian lentils surge amid the reduction in global

supplies and higher export demand
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Part II

Quarterly Summary

1.1 Grain

- Wheat

- Corn

- Barley

- Rice

1.2 Pulses

- Dried Pea

- Lentils

- Chickpeas
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Part. II                                                                              Quarterly Summary- Grain

Wheat

Australia Thanks to favorable weather conditions and sufficient rainfalls, Australia has gathered a
record 36.6 million mt of wheat in the MY2021�22, 3.3. million mt more than in MY2020�21
and 20 million mt more than in MY2019�20. Exports are expected to hit 27 million mt in the
current season, up 38% YoY. The country's output, one of the main wheat market players,
will partially offset the supply disruption losses caused by the Ukrainian-Russian tensions.

Argentina In 2021�22, the country harvested a record 21.8 million mt of wheat, up 28% from 2020�21.
The country has extended the sowing area under this grain as a response to increasing
global demand. The export potential is pegged at 14.5 million mt in 2021�22, up 5 million mt
more than last season. However, the introduced 10 million quotas will cap the full potential.

Ukraine Ukraine, the fourth-largest wheat exporter, shipped 18.1 million mt from July 1 – March 1,
2021�22. Amid the tensions in the Black Sea Basin, Ukraine's grain exports by sea have been
halted. Ukraine's wheat deliveries are estimated at 18.3�20 million mt, 17�25% less than the
estimated export potential by the end of the season.

Russia Russia's wheat export totaled 23 million mt from July 1 – March 10, 2022, down 30.9% YoY.
The country has imposed export grain quotas to the end of the current MY. A fall is a
shipment is connected by a drop in the harvest earlier in summer 2021 because of adverse
weather conditions.

US/Canada US and Canada are set to increase the acreage under spring wheat in 2022�23 because of
current supply disruption from the Black Sea region amid the Russian-Ukrainian conflict. US
spring wheat area is projected to increase by 2 million acres YoY to 48.9 million acres.
Canada's wheat plantings are pegged to rise by 3% YoY.

Figure 1.
Source: FAS USDA,
ABARES

Outlook The global wheat market is likely to stay in bullish territory in the next quarter regarding
the development of the Russian-Ukrainian tensions. Military activities in the Black Sea
Region have made the delivery from the region risky, with Ukraine's sea shipments
halted and a part of Russian ports in the region not operating. Dryness in the US and
Canada is limiting the prospects of the new crop in the Northern Hemisphere. Bumper
crops in Australia and Argentina are limiting the price hikes to some extent.
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Part. II                                                                              Quarterly Summary- Grain

Corn

Brazil Analytical agencies CONAB and USDA cut Brazil's corn production estimates in Q1 2022
amid drought in the main producing regions. Despite lower estimates, the country still
expects its production at a record 105.5 million mt in 2021�22, up from 21% a year ago.
Exports are projected at 32.5 million mt, 5 million up from last year, which will partially offset
losses from Ukraine.

Argentina Due to the adverse weather conditions, the corn crop has been trimmed to 51 million mt
(down by 2 million mt from the original forecast) in 2021�22, which corresponds to last year's
level.

Ukraine Ukraine’s corn exports totaled 19 million mt from July to March 2021�22. The country's
export potential has been reduced from 30 million mt this marketing year to 19.3 million mt
amid the conflict between Russia and Ukraine. The acreage under the 2022�23 crop may
drop to 3.3 million ha from 5.4 million ha.

USA Given the possible global supply disruptions in 2021�22, USDA raised national corn exports
to 63.5 million mt in the current MY, up 3% from the previous estimate.

Figure 2.
Source: IGC

Outlook Amid tightening global supplies, which are being worsened by the conflict in the Black
Sea area, export prices for corn are likely to stay firm within the next quarter. A
constantly rising percentage of this grain which is diverted to ethanol production given
high fuel prices will also be supportive in the short term. The resistance to the upward
trend may come from future maize harvests in Argentina and Brazil.
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Part. II                                                                              Quarterly Summary- Grain

Barley

Australia Australia has collected a record barley crop in the current MY, which totaled 13,7 million mt,
600,000 mt more than in 2020�21. USDA pegs exports of this forage crop at 9 million mt in
MY2021�22, 12.5% more than in 2020�21. Increased production and exports are expected to
ease the global supply shortages in the next four months.

Ukraine The plantings of the spring barley in Ukraine, which account for 55% of the total barley
areas, are currently facing difficulties due to the conflict in the Black Sea region. Southern
and eastern regions of Ukraine, where the lion’s share of the country’s barley sowings is
located, are the areas of military actions. Therefore, the acreage may fall dramatically,
reducing the country's future production and export potential. In January-March 2021�22,
the country exported 5.6 million mt, corresponding to 96% of the forecasted levels.

Saudi Arabia Saudi's barley imports reached 2.36 million mt in H1 2021�22, representing a 41% fall YoY.
High logistics and input costs have led to lower demand from the livestock sector. However,
USDA has revised its March forecast for Saudi's barley imports this year by 500,000 mt
higher thanks to competitive price offers for the new Australian harvest.

Figure 3.
Source: FAS USDA

Outlook In contrast to the global wheat and corn markets, the rise in barley prices is not
expected to be significant, as both Ukraine and Russia have completed harvesting and
exporting spring barley crops. In addition, the arrival of the new record crops in Australia
and Argentina will be keeping prices relatively stable from increasing dramatically.
Traders are raising concerns about the spring sowing campaign in Ukraine, as the
barley-producing area may significantly fall amid the ongoing conflict.
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Part. II                                                                              Quarterly Summary- Grain

Rice

India India's rice production surged to 128 million mt in the MY2021�22, exceeding a five-year
average of 10 million mt. Hefty rice supplies have been putting downward pressure on prices
both in the domestic and export markets. This allowed India to export 21.44 million mt of rice
in 2021, a 45.7% increase from 2020. Exports of broken rice surged in Q1 2022, with China
boosting purchases by replacing expensive forage wheat and corn due to tight global
supplies.

Vietnam Vietnam's rice production rose to 43.86 million mt in 2021, 2.5% more than in 2020. The
increase in production was possible thanks to planting higher-yielding varieties of rice.
Vietnamese rice exports surged to 974,000 mt in January-February 2022, 49% more YoY
amid robust global demand. Even though Vietnamese export prices are USD40�50/mt higher
than the quotes from India and Pakistan, the country’s rice exports remain high.

Thailand Thailand's rice exports totaled 6.11 million mt last year, up 6.4% from 5.73 million mt a year
earlier. However, the total export value decreased by 7.14% YoY to USD 3.25 billion amid
lower export prices and logistics constraints. The current year's exports are estimated at 7
million mt, given anticipated higher production in Thailand.

Pakistan The rice harvest in Pakistan rose to a record 8.9 million mt in 2021�22, up 8.5% from last
year. The increase in production boosted the cereal exports to 4 million mt in 2021, the same
level as a year ago. The export demand for broken rice from Pakistan has been surging from
China in Q1 2022.

Figure 4.
Source: IGC, Factrade

Outlook The major rice exporting countries are expecting an increase in production this year.
That the global price is likely to remain bearish. Continuous logistics issues connected
with container availability and high freight rates could hinder the export potential in
Vietnam and Thailand. As another crucial source of livestock fodder, global broken rice
demand may remain firm, providing upward pressure.
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Part. II                                                                              Quarterly Summary- Grain

Dry Field Peas

Canada Canada dry field pea production is expected to recover to 3.8 million mt in 2 022�23, up 69%
from last year following a disastrous draught. The increase is attributed to the acreage
extension of 1.61 million ha in 2022, up 8% from 2021. The low current output has limited the
export potential of the crop to 2.1 million mt, down 40% from last year's level.

Russia Russian dry pea exports totaled 1 m n exports is connected to an increase in local production
and higher export demand, as supplies from Canada, the leading global pea exporter, have
decreased this year.

Turkey Turkey boosted dry pea import to 221,000 mt in 2021, 3.7 times more than in 2020. As
production of other legumes (chickpeas and lentils) decreased last year, Turkey was building
up dry pea stocks to meet solid domestic demand for pulses.

Figure 5.
Source: Agriculture
Canada

Outlook Because of tight supplies, the price sentiment is likely to remain bullish in the global market
until the end of the season. The demand for dry peas remains strong in Asian countries,
especially China and Turkey. The increase in the sowing area under pulses in India and good
harvest prospects will be limiting the price rise.
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Part. II                                                                              Quarterly Summary- Grain

Lentils

Canada Canada’s lentil production fell to 1.61 million mt in MY2021�22, half as much as a year earlier.
This has led to the reduction of the country’s exports. The February report of Agriculture
and Agri-Food Canada pegged the lentil shipments at 1.7 million mt, down by 27% YoY. The
2022�23 crop forecast is forecast to bounce back to 2.1 million mt.

Australia Australia has collected a record 836,000 mt of lentils in MY2021�22, 22.9% more than the
MY2020�21 figure. A rise in the output allows local traders to build up lentil exports. In
January 2022, Australia shipped 137,976 mt of lentils, a 40% increase compared to January
2021. The export demand remains firm, as South Asian buyers have switched to buying
Australia's commodities, while Canadian output has been limited because of drought.

India India reduced import tariffs for Australian, Canadian, and US lentils, despite expecting a
bumper crop this year. For Australia, has been fully canceled. In such a way, the country is
trying to cope with the soaring agflation. India's lentil production may reach 1.58 million mt in
2022, 9.8% more than last year.

Figure 6.
Source: Tridge

Outlook Expectations of a bumper lentil crop in India is a solid bearish factor, which may offset
the supply tightness in Canada, the leading exporting country. However, the conflict in
the Black Sea area may threaten the exports of the other pulses (field peas and
chickpeas) from Russia. This may keep global export prices high.
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Part. II                                                                              Quarterly Summary- Grain

Chickpea

Australia Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences �ABARES� estimates
the Australian chickpeas crop at 1.1. million mt in the MY 2021�22, 30% more than in
MY2020�21. It is also 39.5% more than the 10-year average. The export demand for this
legume remains solid in the current season. Australia shipped 82,362 mt of dry chickpeas in
January 2022, a 12% increase compared with December 2021. Container booking issues
with shipments to South Asia are hurting the flow of trade, with cargo taking twice a longer
time to reach the destination.

Canada Canadian chickpea harvest is projected to bounce back to 125,000 mt in MY2022�23, twice
as much as in the current season, when the continuous draft led to yield losses. By adding
carryover stocks, the total supply makes up 371,000 mt this season, 26.6% less than last
season.

Russia Russian chickpeas exports reached 262,383 mt in 2021, down 14.7% from the 2020 level.
Pakistan, Turkey, and Jordan were the three most significant buyers of Russian chickpeas in
2021. The Russian-Ukrainian conflict has caused prices for this pulse to increase globally in
February and March 2022, as Russia is the second-largest supplier of chickpeas.

Figure 7.
Source: ABARES

Outlook In MY 2021�22, chickpea export prices in the key exporting countries have been firm
amid high demand from South Asian countries. In November-December 2021, prices
started to decline from their record heights due to the forecasts for a rise in pulses
acreage in India in the current season. However, the uncertainty about future chickpea
supplies from Russia amid the war conflict pushed prices up again in March 2022.
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April 2022

About Us
____

Tridge is a Global Trade Ecosystem in the food and
agriculture industry that combines professional network
and data intelligence and makes trustworthy and
sustainable cross-border trades possible. We create and
provide a very unique and powerful global-scale platform
for buyers and suppliers to be connected and do business
with each other more confidently and seamlessly.

Our mission is to become a go-to place for the ultimate
sourcing solutions by creating a safe and reliable trade
community. For Buyers, Tridge consistently provides
extensive market trend data around the globe, creating
opportunities in both untapped and existing markets and
connecting them with credible suppliers. For Suppliers,
we identify and develop sales opportunities from the
regions they could not reach ever before. We combine
state-of-the-art technology to make this happen.

For more information visit:
tridge.com

For more information call:
�82 2 6674 5500

Sales:
global-enterprise-sales@tridge.com

Intelligence:
intelligence-solutions@tridge.com
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